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Facebook reminded me that one of the loco featured in Ned Williams Irish holiday piece last month, County Donegal Railways
Nasmyth, Wilson 2-6-4T No 5, “Dromboe”, returned to its Donegal Railway Heritage Centre base recently after an overhaul at
the Whitehead workshops of the Railway Preservation Society of
Ireland.
Delivered between 1907 and 1908, the engine was originally
named “Glenties” but was renamed “Drumboe” in
1937.”Drumboe”, as well as its sister engine, “Meenglas,” were
both named after the homes of former
chairmen of the County Donegal Railway
Company. During the 1940s, the CDR was still a busy railway and, by the end of that decade,
the diesel railcars they had introduced had taken over most of the regular passenger services. Steam locomotives were still required for the goods trains and the special excursion
services that ran during the summer months. Around this time, while other locos were withdrawn, “Drumboe” received a final heavy overhaul which allowed it to continue into service
until 1960.
On the final day of services, on December 31, 1959, the last train from Stranorlar to Strabane
- normally a railcar - was replaced by a special train of five carriages hauled by “Drumboe”. When it returned to
Stranorlar later that evening, at 8.30pm, it was welcomed by a large crowd and the County Donegal Railway
passed into history. In March 1961, an auction of CDR rolling stock was held and amongst the items purchased by
a Dr Cox, from the USA, were the two locomotives stored at Strabane: “Drumboe” and “Meenglas”. Plans were
announced to ship these ex-CDR locomotives to the USA; instead, they remained abandoned and unwanted at the
former station in Strabane until 1989. Drumboe was subsequently donated to the North West of Ireland Railway
Society (NWIRS) and, in 1997, was moved to the railway museum
in Donegal Town.
The County Donegal Railways Joint Committee operated an extensive 3 ft narrow gauge railway system totalling 106 route
miles at its inception in 1906, the largest narrow gauge railway
system in the British Isles. (nickname, “The Wee Donegal”)
Under the management of Henry Forbes, traffic superintendent
from 1910 to 1943, the County Donegal Railways became pioneers in the use of diesel traction.

The first diesel railcar was built in 1930 (the first diesel railcar anywhere in the British Isles), although two further petrol-engine railcars were built before standardisation on diesel traction in 1934.
The railcars were incapable of hauling most freight wagons,
so steam traction continued to be used on freight and excursion trains. The railcars were powerful enough to haul
specially constructed trailers and some lightweight freight
wagons, these special wagons were painted red to distinguish them from the heavier wagons which were grey.

The railcars could only be driven from one end and had to be turned by a turntable to make a return journey as
seen above. They also couldn't be worked in multiple, if two railcars were working back to back both required a
driver.
Nobody could say the staff were not dedicated and such was the attachment to the Donegal railways that after
the line from Donegal town to Ballyshannon closed down in 1959, two of the railway workers continued to operate a freight service between the two towns for a month before word reached the bosses in Dublin, who quickly
put a stop to it!

At Fintown, you can take a trip in an old railcar along five kilometers of track, the last remaining segment of the Co
Donegal railways, on the old Stranorlar to Glenties line. The Fintown Railway opened in 1995 and now there are
plans to restore the old station. Its lakeside setting is so spectacular that the late Brian Friel said that it was as scenic a stretch of railway as anything to be found in Switzerland or Minnesota.

Jonathan McDonnell

From the Shropshire Star some years ago
TRAIN DRIVER ‘LOST ENGINE’
Rail worker left train on track for more than an hour
A midland train driver has been suspended after he left his train for more than an hour while he went to buy a
packet of cigarettes. The man who is based at the Bescot rail depot in Walsall walked one and a half miles towards
Telford but got lost on the way back and had to phone colleagues for help when he could not find the train.
The alleged incident involved a train carrying 1,600 tons of coal and was made up of 36 wagons.
The load was being transported from Liverpool to Ironbridge Power Station near Telford , Shropshire on Saturday.

Cigarettes
At Madeley signal box , five miles from its
destination, the driver was radioed to to
stop briefly and seized the opportunity to
get some cigarettes.

The man, who has not been named, has
been suspended and bosses at English,
Welsh and Scottish Railways have launched
an enquiry following the alleged incident.

He said “We were surprised when we
heard what happened, it was in the middle of nowhere . I feel sorry for him, it’s a
shame really”. One fellow worked, who
would not be named, said the man had
worked there for a number of years . He
described him as a character and a family man who was always jovial. (except
when he ran out of fags perhaps?)

Two views of Madeley Junction, the first left showing alterations to the layout in 1969 to enable coal
trains approaching from the west to propel the train
back onto the Ironbridge branch seen curving away
to the left. The slow-speed fitted class 47 is bringing a
train for Buildwas Power Station, as it was called
then, from the local Granville Colliery. Tony Llewellyn explains this dizzy maneuver on the next page.
The replacement signal box on the left was itself
closed in 2012 when control passed to the West
Midlands Signalling Centre in Saltley, Birmingham.

The second view right shows the completed layout much
as it looks today although the replacement signal box has
gone. Fifty of the heavy freight class 58 locos were built
at Doncaster but despite expectations of a lengthy service life, owners EWS decided to withdraw all examples
of the type after only 19 years in service. Subsequently,
32 were hired abroad – four to the Netherlands, eight
to Spain and twenty to France. A few examples have also
been scrapped and five have entered preservation.

Merry Go Rounds
Tony Llewellyn was a Bescot man who remembers the Ironbridge coal train duty well.

Granville Colliery sidings , Granville Colliery line on right

Running-round Ironbridge Power Station

Stafford Junction, Wellington

The Donnington jobs involved a great deal
of hooking on and off hence their nickname
' Merry Go Rounds' . A typical shift involved
running light engine from Bescot to Wellington where the guard was collected before
reversing onto the Stafford branch, still double track working to Newport at the time.
The loaded wagons for Ironbridge were
hooked on at the Granville Colliery sidings at
Donnington and taken to Wellington -hook
off and run round the train- hook on again set sail for Madeley Junction –reverse, propelling the train onto the branch- hook off
run round hook on again and depart for
Buildwas power station as it was then, later
renamed Ironbridge Power station. On arrival-hook off- run round- hook on again and
discharge the train at half a mile an hour on
the slow speed control unit fitted to the class
47. One of our regular locos for quite some
time was D1961. Often we were delayed if
there were late running trains in front of us
at the power station and It was very rare
with 29 to 30 wagons not to get stopped in
the unloading sequence . Once we had finished unloading and completed the paperwork and brake test , we would set off,
hopefully on a dry rail, and do it all again in
reverse order so you can see it was a total of
14 times in an eight hour shift. Most of the
Wellington Guards were getting on in age so
if the second man didn't give them a hand it
was a rough job for them. Most of us did
because we were young lads at the time but
there were a few idle ones who didn't .
There were a few variations, sometimes

involving bringing MGR ‘cripple’ wagons from the power station and
dropping them off at Shifnal for the night trip to the Wetmore wagon
works at Burton on Trent, now the home of Nemesis Rail who provide
maintenance, overhaul, modification and painting to most rail vehicles for
train operators and private owners.

Many thanks Tony for sharing these memories!
Empties for Granville Colliery leave
Donnington

Photos: Carole Anne Huselbee

What was it?

Stirrings Down the Dale

All is revealed!
Photo: Mike Morgans

Mike Morgans kindly sent me this Shropshire Star
cutting concerning the arrival of the Revolution Very
Light Rail passenger train in Ironbridge, Shropshire
which he first saw under wraps at the Rail Live exhibition at Long Marston in June. A platform has been
built on the old oil sidings at the demolished Ironbridge Power Station to demonstrate this revolutionary lightweight rail car which it is hoped will enable
disused lines to be economically returned to use.
The lightweight composite bodyshell is made with
recycled carbon fibre and the hybrid power packs
reduce energy consumption and boasts zero emissions up to 20mph in stations and built up areas.
The hope is that one day the tracks seen being lifted
at Ironbridge station below will be reinstated and
visitors to summer gridlocked Ironbridge can once
again arrive by train. The rail links mentioned by the
power station site developers could be from Telford
via the Telford Steam Railway or slightly more fancifully from Bridgnorth by an extension to the Severn
Valley Railway.
Perchance that line is not dead but only sleepeth?

Photo: Ray Franklin

There is a connection between earlier mentions of Ironbridge and class 58s and this photo which shows class
58 No 58005 ready to depart through the Channel Tunnel for a new life in France. Built at British Rail Engineering Limited works at Doncaster, It had been
named “Ironbridge Power Station” in May 1996 but
was withdrawn after only seventeen years UK service
and exported in 2009. These powerful 3,300 hp locos
were used in France for the building of new high speed
lines although currently 58005 and twenty three other
Class 58s still remain parked, gradually deteriorating, in
a field at Alizay, France.
Fifty years ago, Wolverhampton teacher Geoffrey Bannister wrote an article in the November 1971 Railway
Magazine on The Horsehay Special. The truncated section of the Wellington to Ironbridge line from Lightmoor Junction to Horsehay was retained for occasional movement by rail of the larger products made by the Horsehay Company. The cramped
conditions and lack of “running-round” loops in the goods yard at Horsehay, now the
base of the Telford Steam Railway, required two locos to maneuver the train in position before carefully descending the weed infested and rusty rails on a gradient of 1
in 40 to Lightmoor Junction. At this time, the usual motive power was a Bescot Class
“24”with the Wellington Class “08” shunter, both arriving with a brake van. The
train reversed at Lightmoor Junction with the “24” running round and hauling the
train to Madeley Junction where another reversal would take place. Its job done, the
“24” leaves the train and heads for home whilst the “08” which had followed light
from Lightmoor then takes the train to Wellington for stabling purposes.

The two photos above were kindly shared by Geoff Cryer from
his collection and show the last rail movement from the Horsehay yard in 1979. A blue industrial shunter can be seen by the
old loco shed but earlier shunting in and around the works was
undertaken by the combination of horsepower on the left. By
the early 1960s the company had a reputation as being the
best heavy engineering company in the UK, supplying products
to the steel and Railway industries, including overhead cranes,
bridges and turntables. The works closed in 1985.

Bluebell Railway Savior!
Madge Bessemer, the granddaughter of the famous Steelman Sir Henry Bessemer, lived on the Burchetts estate at Newick and was a prominent member of a
number of local organisations and a member of Chailey
Parish Council. An agreement dating from 1905 with
the LBSCR permitted a private gate from the Bessemer
house, which allowed easy access to the local station
although Madge was not a particular fan of the local
railways, preferring the comforts of her 1948 Austin Princess.
Following British Railway’s announcement of their decision to close the line she
chaired a Fighting Committee to oppose the closure, albeit without success and the line was officially closed on
13 June 1955- in practice an ASLEF drivers strike meant that closure was brought forward to 28 May.
Determined to fight on Miss Bessemer undertook further research and discovered that a clause in the 1878 Act
of Parliament authorising the line required the London Brighton and South Coast Railway to provide four services a day (Sunday included). That obligations had been inherited by British Railways and as the Act had never
been repealed it followed that the closure of the line was illegal. Following a lengthy battle to prove this point
British Railways were forced to re-open the line to passengers on Thursday 7 August 1957. In this Miss Bessemer showed what could be achieved by a well organised and determined group of individuals although, after
another public inquiry and following the repeal of the Act, British Railways subsequentially obtained permission
to close the line again with effect from Monday 17 March 1958. That extra year of
service was however crucial in enabling the subsequent revival of part of the line as
the Bluebell Railway.

Madge Bessemer Radio 4 Short Story Series
The story of how Madge Bessemer fought the planned closure of the railway line is being serialised on BBC Radio 4. The series of five episodes looks at her campaign to prevent the Lewes to East Grinstead line being closed
by British Railways in the 1950s which led to the opening of the Bluebell Railway as a heritage line in 1960. The
programmes are superbly narrated by Dame Penelope Keith and have been produced by Brighton-based Pier
Productions. Managing director Peter Hoare said: “The story of Madge Bessemer is one which the writer Roy
Apps and I have been wanting to tell for some time. We are both great fans of the Bluebell Railway and have
previously discussed various ideas including a film of the Miss Bessemer story. “We are now marking the contribution this remarkable woman made to the railway preservation industry.”
Try googling BBC Sounds, search Bessemer, it's a good listen!
Madge’s local station, Newick and
Chailey seen just before the first closure. LBSCR Billington class E4 0-6-2
radial tank No 32484 heads for its
home shed of Brighton on the now lost
section below Sheffield Park . The
headcode discs indicated an Oxted and
Brighton via East Grinstead (LL) and
Lewes service.

A long way from the sea

Guest photographer
Simon Dewey remembers a
visitor from the seaside.

1366 class 0-6-0 pannier tank No 1367 at the
rear of Roundhouse 1 at Stafford Road sheds awaiting transfer to the Works for repair in 1960.

The engine was one of a class of just six locomotives built at Swindon during 1934 based on an earlier Churchward
design of five similarly outside – cylindered, short wheelbase shunting tank locomotives but with pannier rather
than the saddle tanks of the earlier class. All were intended for use in such areas as docks and other locations
where the track curvature was severe. Other than for its first year (when it was at Swindon for use in the Works
there) and its final two years (when in Cornwall operating the china clay branch to Wenford Bridge from
Wadebridge, where it and two of its sisters replaced the aged LSWR Beattie 2-4-0 well tanks) 1367 spent almost its
whole life based at Weymouth where used to haul Channel Island boat trains through the town’s streets to the
Harbour from the main line. Sister engine No 1369 was also recorded as being in Wolverhampton for heavy/
general repair at Stafford Road Works towards the end of 1961, being released from the Works in January 1962
but not returning to Weymouth for almost six weeks. Did it make its way back to Dorset under its own steam or
was it hauled in the consist of suitable freight train? Both engines were withdrawn from Wadebridge in October
1964, their duties being taken over by 204hp (Class 03) diesels with 1367 scrapped but 1369 rescued for preservation and now on the Dart Valley Railway.

Thanks for sharing Simon

Below 1367 picks its way past the classic Vauxhall Velox and Austin A40 on Custom House Quay Weymouth

Photo: R S Greenwood MBE

Isle of White
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Brading and Bembridge

A charming scene at Brading on the Isle of White towards the end
of steam in 1966. The veteran ex-LSWR Class O2 0-4-4T No 20
“Shanklin” which dated from 1892, is one of 23 sent to the Island by the Southern Railway, all of which were cleverly given
names of places on the island by the publicity department.
Thanks to the internet, fifty five years later I can tell you the signalman who has delivered the token for the next section to the
driver is Mr Roy Way and the porter, fag in mouth, assisting the
lady with her classic pram is Tom Scammel. Any pram experts
here-Is it a Silver Cross?
The distinctive Southern PMV on the left (parcels and miscellaneous vans) were built virtually unchanged from 1919 by the SECR,
right through to 1951 by British Railways and appeared all over
the UK. One has been preserved on the Kent and East Sussex Railway. Known as the Cavell van, it carried the body of Edith Cavell a
British born Matron in a Brussels hospital back to London for a
state funeral after her execution by the Germans for her undercover resistance work. It was also used to return the body of the
“Unknown warrior” seen resting overnight at Victoria station. >>
This and the elderly full brake were probably used for the passenger luggage in advance service much used
during the summer season. The co-acting
signal sits at the bottom of a tall lattice post
to assist sighting over the footbridge.

Edith Louisa Cavell
was a British nurse. She
is celebrated for saving
the lives of soldiers
from both sides without discrimination and
for helping some 200
Allied soldiers escape from German-occupied Belgium during the First World War. She was arrested,
tried with 33 others by a German military court,
found guilty of ‘assisting men to the enemy’ and
shot by a German firing squad on October 12 1915.

Isle of White
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The driver has the single line token ready as he approaches from Ryde with a Ventnor train whilst the signalman
has already pulled off the signal for the Bembridge branch train waiting out of sight on the right. The 3mile branch
to Bembridge was an early casualty closing in 1953.

> To Ryde
>To Bembridge
< To Sandown

Signalbox

(Closed 1953)

Its remote location means that Brading is one of the quietest stations today on the Island Lines although a passing
loop has been reinstated recently and the grade 11 listed station buildings and signalbox are now home to a heritage centre, café, museum and a Tourist Information Point. Brading was one of the last stations on the British Rail
network to retain gas lighting, with the fittings only converted to mercury-vapor usage in 1985. The signal box,
built in 1882 for the isle of white railway and closed in 1988, was rather unusually situated remote from the main
line behind the Bembridge branch bay platform and engine release line.
After 7 months delays, the Island line finally reopened this month and one of the five new Class 484 trains supplied by Vivarail is seen passing Brading on delivery. Control of the new signalling system utilising axle counters is
from a panel in the only remaining active signal box at Ryde St Johns Road. It was originally at Waterloo East –the
Southern Railway wasted nothing!

Isle of White
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An O2 tank awaits departure from
Bembridge with its two coaches in the short lived early BR crimson lake livery used for local, noncorridor stock. The colours were
chosen to be different from those
of any of the "Big Four" prenationalisation railway companies
while retaining a traditional aspect.

The rather cramped terminus at Bembridge necessitated a
turntable at the end of the platform to release the engine.
No 14 Fishbourne is seen right being turned in 1950.

The railway to Bembridge was part of a grandiose scheme put
forward by Jabez Balfour, MP, an entrepreneur who, through an
Act of Parliament in April 1874, set up the Brading Harbour Improvement and Railway Company. The company was
authorised to construct an embankment from St. Helens to Bembridge and to reclaim all the land upstream towards Brading, to construct a port at St. Helens and to build a railway from the Isle of Wight Railway at Brading via
St. Helens to Bembridge. The scheme, along with the construction of the Royal Spithead Hotel, the purchase of a
steamer fleet, including a train ferry from Langstone , was financed by the Liberator Building Society at a cost of
£420,000 .
The Langstone to IOW train ferry only ran for three years from 1885 to 1888 and used the principles and equipment
developed for the world’s first roll on roll off train ferry. The system was originally developed by Thomas Bouch to
overcome the need for trains to take very long inland routes to reach Aberdeen and Perth from Edinburgh before
the railway bridges across the Firth’s of Forth and Tay were constructed. The paddle steamer Carrier was built at
Greenock and launched in 1858 as part of a fleet of train ferries, or floating railways, introduced by the civil engineer, Thomas Bouch, to carry goods wagons, and occasionally empty passenger coaches, across the Forth and Tay
estuaries. Measuring 38 metres by 8.15 metres overall, she was powered by two 112hp steam engines and had two
tracks on her deck each capable of taking seven railway wagons. By 1883 Carrier was redundant in Scotland. She
was sold to the Isle of Wight Marine Transit Company,
who started up a rail freight ferry link between Bembridge
Harbour and a newly constructed wharf near the Hayling
island railway viaduct. At the 1887 Naval fleet review, the
Carrier was used to carry spectators and is notorious for
having apparently belched out black smoke in the direction of the Royal Yacht! In general, the rough open sea did
not suit the Carrier and this and the unprofitability of the
ferry scheme resulted in it closure in 1888. Two lines of
wooden stakes, which formed part of Langstone Wharf,
can still be seen near the railway viaduct.

Isle of White
Between Brading and Ryde was Smallbrook Junction where the lines from Ventnor
and Cowes met but only in the summer! It was very different in winter as explained below.

The little signalbox at Smallbrook Junction was only used in
the summer seasons when traffic levels were higher due to
the influx of holidaymakers on the Island. During these seasons the line from Ryde St Johns to Smallbrook Junction was
worked as double track, after which it diverged into the single
lines to Newport and Cowes and to Sandown and Ventnor.
During the remainder of the year, when traffic was a lot lighter, this stretch was worked as two adjacent single lines with
the junction at Ryde St Johns. The Above photograph was
taken from a train travelling from Ventnor to Ryde which has
just given the single line token for the section from Brading.
The signal on the right is on the section from Haven Street to
Smallbrook Junction. In the winter months these arms were
removed, (Right) as were fixed distant arms in advance of the
Junction.
Situated in the middle of nowhere, there was never a need
for a station here, though today there is an interchange
platform for passengers transferring between the Island Line
and the Isle of Wight Steam Railway. The box stood between
the steam railway Terrier tank and the EMU in this last photo.
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RHTT Rail Head Treatment Trains

Leaves on the line 2021

During autumn, leaf fall , leaves on the line, cause
numerous problems. They create operational issues
for the signalling system (track circuits) and reduce
trains’ grip; this can change the ability of a train to
start from a station, accelerate and climb hills, or stop at stations and signals. Network Rail have 32 multipurpose
vehicles and 29 locomotive-hauled rail head treatment trains , dedicated, purpose-built equipment, to deliver their
autumn rail head treatment programme. Both these types of train are equipped with a high-pressure pump delivering 1,500 Bar and, if required, can apply adhesion modifier to each running rail. Adhesion modifier is a mixture
of suspension gel (so it can be pumped), sand (to help train wheels grip the rail), and steel or iron shot that is
pushed through contamination (compressed leaves and debris) on the rail head to help the track circuits work correctly. If the track circuits fail to identify, or ‘lose' a train (because the leaf and debris contamination is preventing
this) then the signalling system is designed to automatically stop all the trains to prevent an accident. A selection
of this years haulage….

97303 at Machynlleth t

Above 88005 , leads 66302 on the final leg of the Carlisle
3J11 duty that covers most of the North west.

73107 & 73213 at Ashford International
< 69001 and 69002 at Pulborough , a first RHTT working for a class 69
66194 and 66199 near Heckington, grubby after a hard days work↓

37059 and 37425 at Eccles Road

Railways to the Kent Dockyards
The second part of Mike Barnard’s look at military railways
There were, at one time, three Naval Dockyards in Kent:Woolwich.. Woolwich, on the Thames, now part of Greater London, was at the time part
of Kent. The Dockyard here closed in the early 1800's, but much of the yard became the
even larger Woolwich Arsenal. Although the Arsenal is strictly out of area for our interest, we will refer to it when
looking at Chatham.
Chatham. On the Medway, actually spanned the one time boundary between Chatham &
Gillingham. The 'Yard that built HMS Victory of course, but you knew that didn't you? In it's
day, Chatham was the largest Naval Dockyard in the World capable of building, repairing
and refitting warships. Today much of it is a tourist attraction where the BBC’s “Call the midwife” is filmed.
Lets look at the mainline connection first. As noted previously, although the South Eastern Railway (SER) was first
on the scene it failed to provide a link to the 'Yard, in fact it stayed on the wrong side of the river! Then along came
the upstart London, Chatham and Dover Railway (LCDR) who not only crossed the Medway but also pushed on
through Rochester, Chatham, Gillingham and eventually on to Thanet and Dover. The SER suddenly woke up and
proposed a riverside branch into the 'Yard but the LCDR proposed a dedicated single line branch from Gillingham
(at the time called New Brompton) direct into the 'Yard, and this line was given Royal Assent. The SER proposal was
thrown out. The Dockyard Branch was single track in more or less a straight line at a ruling gradient of 1: 135. The
LCDR built the line as far as the massive gates in the high Dockyard wall but all the internal lines were laid out by
the Military. The exchange sidings were accommodated within the Dockyard itself. There was one major problem
however for the Railway in that the mainline connection was trailing junction with the down line immediately before Gillingham level crossing. Trains from the 'Yard therefore ran across the level crossing (very slowly given the
branch gradient) then immediately reversed back over the crossing to gain the up line which caused considerable
hold ups to both rail and road traffic. The line was worked by 0-6-0 tender locos, O1 or C classes and traffic was
generally heavy with two trips each day. The line opened in 1877 and continued in limited use after the 'Yard closed
in 1984 and included nuclear trains (Chatham became a Nuclear Submarine Base) and thereafter the line was used
to clear contaminated waste soil away to allow redevelopment to start. The line has been severed by these developments and the track lifted although part of the Dockyard still operates as a commercial port.
The Dockyard had it's own internal system however before the LCDR arrived. This was of 18" gauge identical to a
system already in use at Woolwich Arsenal. It seems the prototype for these two lines was that built at Crewe by
the LNWR. This system came into use about 1868, initially horse drawn, the first steam loco's arriving from 1871
onwards. They were 0.4.0. ST by Manning Wardle, identical engines were supplied to Woolwich at the same time.
The track was a cast plateway, sections of which still exists in the old workshops and slipways
which form part of the Historic Dockyard. A passenger service was also run with bogie coaches
carrying 30 men and there is a reference to the he Port Admiral having his own carriage. Surprisingly the narrow and standard systems seem to have worked side by side for some time, the 18"
lasting until just after the Great War, 1918. I have not found a definitive
date for the internal standard gauge railway, but between 1866 & 1874
no fewer than six Aveling & Porter were delivered to the 'Yard, well before the branch line
arrived. These were 2.2.0. geared locos, made at the Aveling works in nearby Rochester
and looking very much like traction engines with flanged wheels and no steering! Their
early arrival suggests that they were initially used in the construction of the system. They
had an advantage over railway type locomotives in that their flywheels could be used to drive such machinery as
stone crushers and grinding mills when they were not in use as locomotives.

The standard gauge system was extensive, estimated at over 20 miles altogether. It handled all the incoming traffic
from the main line but also an extensive internal traffic existed. Anything heavy, ships plates, boilers, gun turrets
etc. went by rail. Coal was transported from the riverside collier dock to the many boiler houses, foundries, smitheries and the many pumping stations for the dry docks spread around the yard. Coal for the large
power station was transported on flat wagons in these "buckets" and craned into a large gravity fed
bunker. Here they are used as flower pots!! Chatham held the timber stocks for the Admiralty and
large consignments of both cut and uncut lumber could be seen trundling between the exchange
sidings and the saw mills on bogie bolsters. Chatham was also the supply port for supplies being
shipped out to the Dockyards at Gibraltar, Malta and Singapore by regular sailings of Royal Fleet
Auxiliary ships. There was an extensive fleet of internal use wagons, painted black or very dark blue,
marked in yellow or white lettering "Internal use only" and SNSO = Superintendent Naval Stores
Officer. Many of these wagons were of great age. I personally saw timber framed, one sided braked
examples from companies like the Caledonian, Midland , GWR, SER, GCR of both open and van designs many of which were rebuilt in the wagon shop. Many of these venerable wagons were destroyed by burning
before they fell apart on the former coal yard, the metal components then being sold for scrap. The vans were
sometimes used as mobile "lay apart" stores. When a ship was to be modernised or
refitted many of the ships fittings had to be removed, stored (aka, laid apart) and later
returned to ship for further use. Rakes of vans were positioned along side the dock
and loaded with these parts and would then be shunted around the 'yard following
the ship as it was positioned alongside the various workshops. A big refit could take
up to three years to complete. Several of these wagons have restored back into the
colours of their former owners. In the early days the Admiralty had a small fleet of
private owner wagons for mainline use, opens and later tank wagons. There was a
large fleet of Grafton self-propelled steam cranes which had the advantage of being
able to haul other vehicles around the dockyard rail network as
well as being used for lifting; many of which have been preserved on site. . During the lifetime of the 'Yard (1877 - 1982) no
fewer than forty locos saw service, most of which were 0-4-0
saddle tanks from Hawthorn Leslie. One loco still exists, and in
steam, Ajax, is however from Robert Stephenson & Hawthorns.
There were nine diesels 0.4.0. DM's, mainly Hibberds, Planets
with Foden engines. These were named after Kent Castles and
one, Rochester Castle is still site, One loco of particular interest
was named, not very originally, "Chatham No. 4". It was an LBSCR
"Terrier" 679 "Minories". It seems that it was "called up" by the
military for the Great War effort and never went back home. It
arrived at Chatham in 1918, ex Catterick, and stayed until 1932
when it was scrapped. By it's very nature, the Dockyard was a
very secret place. No map or plan of the railway system is known
to exist. And for the same reason, photographs of the line, actually at work are very rare. The attached photo's were all taken
after the 'yard closed in 1986 at public open days or on visits.
Finally……
Sheerness. Sheerness is not strictly a Medway
town but is worth including as although much
smaller than Chatham, it did have it's own rail
system and was closely allied to Chatham.
Sheerness stood at the confluence of the
Thames & Medway, stand on the dockside here
and look right you would see Essex, look left and see Kent. The line was connected to
the LCDR by a spur off "Sheerness Dockyard". The spur literally crossed the road outside the station and disappeared through the usual, large Dockyard Gate.

Thanks Mike!

Scouting for trains

Pete Walker shares a connection.

Many boy scouts were also
interested in railways and
three steam engines carried
names relating to scouting. The LMS named one
of Henry Fowler’s then new “Royal Scot” class 46-0 express passenger locos “The Boy Scout”
with due ceremony at Euston station. Built at
Derby in 1930, the engine No 6169 was officially
named by Baden Powell on the 9th December
1930 at Euston Station with the Scout’s “Fleur-deLys” badge on the splasher. Baden Powell himself
had a connection with the railways as his godfather was Robert Stephenson, who, like his father George Stephenson, was a
locomotive designer as well as a civil engineer. It was reported that at the
naming ceremony for “The Boy Scout” Henry Fowler, himself a a former District Scout Commissioner, referred to Baden-Powell has being the grandson
of Robert rather than his godson! Baden-Powell takes his first two names
from that of his godfather. Between 1943 and 1955 the whole class was substantially rebuilt with new boilers, frames and cylinders to create the LMS
Rebuilt Royal Scot Class by which time all except three of the 71 strong class
were named after regiments of the British Army, the exceptions being 46169
“The Boy Scout”, 46159 “The Royal Air Force” and for the girls 46168 “The
Girl Guide”. 46169 was withdrawn from service in June 1963 and disposed of
at the Crewe Works
Riddles Britannia Class 4-6-2 No 70045 was named “Lord
Rowallan”, after the Chief Scout. As a member of the Grenadier Guards he won the Military Cross in France and was
severely wounded in the leg. The injury interrupted his military career and in 1933 he succeeded to his father's peerage. Just before the outbreak of the Second World War, the Territorial
Army was being expanded and Lord Rowallan was asked to raise a new battalion of the Royal
Scots Fusiliers which he trained on Scout lines and took to France in April 1940.

Often known by enthusiasts as "footballers" as several members were named after football clubs, one of the LNER class
B17, No 61646, was named “Gilwell Park”, the world famous
home to the Scout movement. In November 1918 William de
Bois Maclaren offered £7000 to buy land which could be converted into a campsite for boys from the East End of London. He had visited the areas and seen Scouts struggling to
carry out their activities due to a lack of outdoor pace. Teams
of Scouts were sent out to find a suitable location and Gilwell
Park, on the edge of Epping Forest was chosen.

Platform End

Following Ned Williams Bumble Hole piece last month, Ted Cheers recalled a recent Black Country Bash.
On a sunny Tuesday in September, 18 members of ‘Railway Ramblers’ from around
the country met for an introduction to some of the heritage of the Black Country. Usually outdoor
Your chance to events are based on following the trackbed of disused railways to identify remains and relics by using
comment on
official paths and public rights of way but occasionally venturing onto private land with the permission
previous items, of the landowners. On this occasion the day’s walk also included a section of canal, remains of former
add a photo or tramways and some industrial archaeology.

story, correct
our mistakes
and generally
add to our
knowledge.
We would love
to hear from
you

The event started at the current Bull Street terminus of the Midland Metro for a trip along the former
1854 Great Western line from Birmingham towards Wolverhampton which passes through Hill Top tunnel, the longest current tramway tunnel in the UK, before disembarking and returning to the Black Lake
stop (back through the tunnel). From there we used the public footpath alongside the formation to return to West Bromwich admiring the former GWR structures, mainly overbridges, which have survived.
Lunchtime was now approaching and arrangements had been made to visit Ma Pardoe’s in Netherton, a
typical Black Country home brew pub, for lunch and refreshments travelling by two
buses changing in Dudley. On the way, glimpses of some of the work on the Brierley
Hill Metro extension could be seen, a second walk at a future date taking
in the Dudley and Wolverhampton area will examine this in detail.
After lunch, the group walked along the remains of the Withymoor Basin
branch to the Bumble Hole and the Southern portal of Netherton tunnel
before continuing Westward along the Dudley canal to the Saltwells for viewing the old
Doulton Clay Quarry and the Sandwell colliery’s rail infrastructure remains.
From here it is all downhill via Mushroom Green where we saw the old
chain works made famous by the manufacture of Titanic’s anchor chains to
reach the walk’s end at Cradley Heath station for a return to Birmingham.
Ted sent this picture of the group on the Dudley canal at High Bridge near
Saltwells A housing estate occupies the site of Doulton's once extensive clay
pit linked to the canal by a tramway incline. Boats would carry this clay
along the Dudley Canal to the firm's works at Darby End. High Bridge spans a rocky cutting where originally the canal builders built a short-lived tunnel. Nowadays the exhaust from your boat reverberates
and rebounds between the sheer sandstone slopes of the cutting. No wonder the old boatmen nicknamed this 'Sounding Bridge'. - text from Pearson's Canal Companion.
Roger Fletcher was on the last special over the Bumble Hole mentioned by Ned and in the year before
the line closed managed to collect tickets for all the
stations on the line. Interestingly, the ticket office at
Dudley was still issuing GWR tickets for a single to Darby End Halt! The tour rain also visited the Wombourn
branch before returning from Bromyard to the starting
point at Snow Hill.

Mike Shaw was specially interested in the excellent article by Ned Williams about the ‘Bumble Hole Line’ and
was reminded about a cartoon he was given a good 20 years or so which was full of ‘Black Country’ humour
about the trials and tribulations of the running of the said line. “ attach this cartoon and hopefully it is readable
and you can appreciate the humour regarding a line that was unfortunately in its death throws a long time before its final demise.”

There is a connection between earlier mentions of Ironbridge and class 58s and this photo which shows class
58 No 58005 ready to depart through the Channel Tunnel for a new life in France. Built at British Rail Engineering Limited works at Doncaster, It had been named “Ironbridge Power Station” in May 1996 but was
withdrawn after only seventeen years UK service and exported in 2009. These powerful 3,300 hp locos were
used in France for the building of new high speed lines although currently 58005 and twenty three other Class
58s still remain parked, gradually deteriorating, in a field at Alizay, France.

Meetings will be held on the 2nd Tuesday of each month at the Parish Rooms,
Church Road, Codsall at 7.30pm.
November 9th Ian Boskett

Railway Miscellaneous

December 14th Andrew Watts Around the World in 180 Images-20 years of digital photography
January 11th

John Perkin

The Titanic (No Orchestra)

February 8th

Jack Boskett

An Evening With

March 8th

David Skitt

The Severn Valley Railway

April 12th

Paul Chancellor Colour Rail

May 10th

Leon Coast

Trains and Buses do go Together

Left, not a station in sight but an interesting view to finish!

